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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to ensure that all of the email messages sent from the Internet to adatum.com are
routed through the contoso.com organization.
What should you create in contoso.com? (Each corrects answer presents part of the solution.
Choose all that apply.)
A. a Send connector that is configured to point to the adatum.com transport servers
B. a contact object for each adatum.com recipient
C. an internal relay accepted domain for adatum.com
D. an authoritative accepted domain for adatum.com
E. a Send connector that is configured to point to the contoso.com transport servers
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What does the .NET Framework use to pass data between managed and unmanaged code?
A. File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
B. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
C. Deserialization
D. Marshaling
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You want to block corporate internal-net and localnet from accessing Web sites containing
inappropriate content. You are using WebTrends for URL filtering. You have disabled VPN1
Control connections in the Global properties. Review the diagram and the Security Policies for

GW_A and GW_B in the exhibit provided.
Corporate users and localnet users receive message "Web cannot be displayed". In SmartView
Tracker, you see the connections are dropped with message "content security is not
reachable". What is the problem, and how do you fix it?
A. The connection from GW_B to the WebTrend server is not allowed in the Policy.
Fix: Add a rule in GW_B's Policy with Source GW_B, destination WebTrends server,
service TCP port 18182, and action accept.
B. The connection from GW_B to the internal WebTrends server is not allowed in the
Policy.
Fix: Add a rule in GW_A's Policy to allow source WebTrends Server, destination GW_B,
service TCP port 18182, and action accept.
C. The connection from GW_Ato the WebTrends server is not allowed in the Policy.
Fix: Add a rule in GW_B's Policy with source WebTrends server, destination GW_A,
service TCP port 18182, and action accept.
D. The connection from GW_A to the WebTrends server is not allowed in the Policy.
Fix: Add a rule in GW_A's Policy to allow source GW_A, destination WebTrends server, service
TCP port 18182, and action accept.
E. The connection from GW_A to the WebTrends server is not allowed in the Policy.
Fix: Add a rule in GW_B's Policy with source GW_A, destination: WebTrends server,
service TCP port 18182, and action accept.
Answer: D
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